
Our Material Recycling Facility (MRF) plays an important role in
the diversion of Construction and Demolition (C&D) waste away
from landfill, and helps to maximise the value of recyclable
material recovered. 

The Instant Waste Team can arrange a viewing of our MRF, with
over half a kilometre of linked conveyors and plant line. We
process over 200, 000 tonnes of C&D waste per annum to help
improve Western Australia's environmental credentials. This
diversion process is key to improving the State's waste recovery
performance and will contribute to waste reduction targets over
the next decade. 

Waste sustainability in action

Material Recovery
Facility (MRF)
Tour Information 

Our visitors walkway has a
viewing platform where they can
see the day-to-day operations of
our MRF.

We have interactive videos and
detailed signage showcasing the
recovery process. 

We are dedicated to raising
waste awareness within the
community to reduce waste
going to landfill.



Why Choose Us? 
Instant Waste Management is a reliable and
trustworthy waste partner. Our experience
enables us to cater for all waste projects
quickly and efficiently. We provide an
extensive fleet of vehicles and a
comprehensive range of bins, as well as
utilising the latest collection and waste
management processes. Our state-of-the-art
Material Recovery Facility (MRF) helps
customers reduce, reuse, and recycle
materials for a total integrated waste solution.

Our Commitment
We can customise packages to meet all waste
stream requirements. We target cost
efficiency, environmental optimisation, and
resource to provide the best available
customer service; all of which leads to a
longer term and mutually successful
relationships.

Sustainable Waste
Management

 
Our approach is designed to deliver key
benefits to you - starting with waste
assessments through to the collection,
separation, and recycling of all your waste
streams. Our technology, experience and
operational techniques ensure the minimum
amount of waste is produced, diverting it
away from landfill, lowering your bottom line
and creating a positive environmental impact.
Waste matters to us. With our help, you'll
meet all your sustainable commitments for
the safe and effective management of waste.
Make Instant Waste Management your
preferred waste partner of choice. 

Detailed viewing information 
Cost; No charge.

Attendees; By approval on application. 

Tour duration; Approximately 45 minutes.

Children; Not allowed.

Ramp access; Narrow access.

Smoking; no smoking zone, including e-cigarettes.

Dress attire; Optional, however must be wearing flat, enclosed shoes for entry. (No
PPE gear is required).

Photos; No photography please. (may be available on request).

Location; 50 Clune Street, Bayswater, Perth WA 6053.

Parking; Prior notice required.

Catering; Food/barista truck can be arranged prior to the viewing on request.

Emergency; In the event of an emergency, our tour guide will direct you on our
emergency procedures.


